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IN THE HOUSE OF LORDS.

Present: LORDS KINNEAR, ATKINSON, SHAW, AND MOULTON.

April Ist and 2nd, May Ist, and June 30th, 1913.

GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR COMPANY u. ANGLO-AMERICAN TRADING

5 COMPANY LD.

Patent.-Action for infrinqement.c-Construction of amended Specification.
Subject-matter.c-Patent held ualid and injringed.-Judgrnent for Plainti.Ds.
AjJpeal to Court of Appeal etllowed.-Appeal to House of Lords dismissed.

In 1902 a Patent was granted for " Improvements in or relating to safety and
10 "other razors." In an action for inf'rinqemeni of the Patent the Defendants

denied infrinqement and alleged that the Patent was invalid for want of
novelty and oj subject-matter. The Specification had been amended, consequent
on a decision in a previous action in 'which certain Claims in the Specification
had been held to be invalid for ioant 0.1 subject-matter, The amendments con-

15 sisted in confininq the invention to safety razors, and in striking out a passage
in the Specification and several of the Claims, including those held to beinvalid.
Th'J first Olaim in, the Specification, as amended, was for "A safety razor
" comprising a thin flexible blade detachably combined with a holder by which
" the blade is positioned and supported and its cutting edge is given the rigidity

20 "necessary to make it operative for shaving, .'Jubstant1"ally as described." ThB
fifth Olaim uiae :-" In a safety razor the combination of a rigid backinq, a
" guard and a flexible blade detachably held between the backing arul the guard,
" substantially as described." The sixth Claim was for "A holder forming
"]Jart of a 'safety' razor and having a double-edged guard and a handle

25 "located between the edges of the guard, substantially as described."; The
Patentee, in his Drawings, showed a curved back and guard, which, when
clamped together) bent the flat blade transversely. In the Defendants' razor
the guard and backing were flat, and there was therefore no bending of the
blade. The Defendants at the trial contended that the Claims did not cover a

30 flat blade, and they contended that the Claims 1, 0, and 6, which had been held
in a previous action to be good, uiere invalid for want of subject-matter. They
relied in particular ,01l an American Specification not referred to in the
previous action. At the trial it was held, that the first Claim uias framed so
ae to omit the element of adjustability secured by utilising the transverse

35 curvature of the blade, and that, untli this element omitted, it was immaterial
iohether the guard and backing had curved or flat clamped surfaces, and
that the Defendants' razor was an infringement; that the first Claim was
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narrow, and limited to cases in which the thin flexible blade was positioned
and supported by, and got rigidity from, the holder substantially as described,
and the fifth was limited to cases in iohich. the thin flexible. blade was held
between, the backing anti the guard, substan,tially as described, and that, not
uiithstaruiisu) the American Specification, tlere was subject-matter in those 5
Claims; and that Olaim 6 was for the whole apparatus described, where it
was adapted for a double-edqed blade, but without the blade itself, and had
subject-matter, Judgment was given for the Plaintiffs, an injunction being
gr-anted and an il~quiry as to damaqes from a date mentioned in the Order
giving leave to amend the Specification, delivery up, and costs. ~ The Defendants 10
appealed to the Court of Appeal. It was held, 01'~ the construction of the
Specification, that the first Claim included the element of adjusta7;ility, being
for the complete article and not for a subordinate integer, and did not cover a
blade not secured by being bent, and that the Defendants had not infringed.
The appeal was alloioed with costs. The Plaintiffs appealed to the House of 15
Lords.

Held, that the Defendants had not infringed the Patent.
The appeal was dismissed with costs.

On the 30th of December 1902 Letters Patent (No. 28,763# of 1902) were
granted to King Camp Gillette for an invention of "Improvements in or 20
"relating to safety and other razors." On the 5th of September 1906 the
Patent was assigned to the Gillette Safety Razor Company. In an action
brought by the Gillette Setfety Razor ComjJctny against A. W. Gamaqe Ld.,
certain Claims in the Specification were held to be invalid for want of su bject
matter (26 R.P.O. 745). On the 21st of June 1910 an Order was made in an
action of Gillette Safety Razor Oompany v. Luna Safety Razor Oompany Ld. 25
on the application of the Plaintiffs that the Specification should be amended by
way of disclaimer in manner therein mentioned (27 R.P.C. 537). In particular,
the Claims in the amended Specification were confined to safety razors, It was
made a term of the Order that the Plaintiffs should seek no relief by action or
claim for injunction in respect of razors made in, or imported into, the United 30
Kingdom before the 26th of November 1909, if the Judge at the trial should
hold that their original Claim was not framed in good faith and with reasonable
skill and knowledge.

The Complete Specification, as amended, was as follows, the amendments 35
being shown in erased and italic type :-This invention relates to the class Of
" razors fmd-refe:rs-mere-rartieffiary-te-that SOFt generally known as 'safety'
"razors. The chief object of this invention is to produce a safety razor which
" may be kept in satisfactory condition for use without requiring any stropping
" or other sharpening by the user. According to this invention the blade of 40
" the razor is made of very thin sheet steel, which need be only thick enough
" to take a suitable cutting edge. The blade is detachably secured to a holder
" so constructed that it will retain the blade in proper position with respect to
"the guard and give it sufficient rigidity to make it operative for shaving.
" There is thus substituted for the thick rigid blade heretofore used, a thin, 45
" flexible blade made of so small an amount of material and capable of being
" sharpened so quickly and easily that it may be produced and sold in quantities
" at a very low price, so that when one of the blades becomes dull, it may be
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" detached from the holder and thrown away,and replaced by a new, sharp
"blade at a slight expense, the user being thus saved the time and trouble
" hitherto involved in keeping the razor blade sharp.

" One of the chief features of the invention relates to the adjustability of the
5 "blade in the holder. For this purpose the flexibility and elasticity of the thin

" blade is employed and the adjustment of the cutting edge or edges of the
" blade towards and from the guard secured by causing the blade to he bent
" transveresly, when it is secured to the holder, in such manner that its cutting
" edge or edges may be made to approach or recede from the guard by varying

10 "the transverse curvature of the blade.
" Another portion of the invention relates to a special construction of holder

" which enables a blade to be sharpened on its opposite longitudinal edges and
" have both of these edges exposed at the same time, so that either edge may be
" used without changing the relation of the blade and holder. To this end the

15 "guard of the razor is made double, corresponding to the two cutting edges of
" the blade, and the handle is secured to the guard midway between its edges
" and is symmetrically arranged with respect to these edges, forming substantially
" a right angle with the guard.

" Referring to the Drawing in which is shown a preferred form of 'safety'
20 "razor made in accordance with this invention, Figure 1 shows the head of

" the razor, looking towards its outer face. Figure 2 is a plan view of one of
" the blades, detached. Figure 3 is a central, longitudinal section through the
" com bined blade and holder. Figure 4 is a transverse section through the
" blade and holder, taken just outside of one of the positioning pins hereinafter

25 "described. Figure 5 is an end elevation of the razor with a portion of the
" handle omitted, showing the parts of the razor partly separated. Figure 6
" shows in plan view the outer face of a backing such as is preferably used
" with the blade shown in Figure 2, and Figure 7 is a plan view of a detached
" blade of slightly modified construction. a denotes the blade of the razor,

30 " which is preferably made of sheet steel about five or six one thousandths
" of an inch in thickness. This blade is suitably tempered and sharpened on
" one or both of its longitudinal edges b. Preferably both of these edges are
" sharpened, thus providing two cutting edges and doubling the life of the blade.
" The holder for a blade with two cutting edges is composed of a backing c,

35 '" preferably made slightly longer than the cutting edges of the blade in order
" t'J extend beyond the corners thereof, and a guard d of the same length as the
" backing, together with a handle e• . The guard d has its opposite longitudinal
" edges provided with transverse notches forming guard teethf, which when
" the parts are assembled for use, extend far enough across the cutting edges of

40 "the blade to enable them to engage the skin of the user slightly in advance of
" these edges, in the usual manner. The sides of the teeth j, are preferably
" undercut 'v here they cross the cutting edges of the blade, as shown at U, in
" order that the greatest possible portion of the cutting edges may be exposed
" to contact with the hairs which are to be removed, When the blade and

45 "guard are double-edged, as shown, the handle is secured to or formed integral
" with the guard substantially at the centre of the latter, and extends at right
" angles therefrom, so that it is symmetrically arranged with respect to the edges
" of the razor. This arrangement permits the use of either edge of the razor
" without shifting the blade or otherwise changing the relation of the parts.

50 " The backing c is made slightly narrower than the blade to expose properly
" the cutting edges of the latter, but is wide enough to support the blade near
" the edges and thereby give the latter the necessary rigidity. Pins h secured
"to the inner face of the backing are provided for positioning the blade with
"respect to this backing, or this adjustment can be secured in any other
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" appropriate manner, For securing the parts of the razor together it is preferred
"to attach to the centre of the inner face of the backing a pin i which is screw
" threaded at its outer end and is adapted to pass through the guard and into the
" handle e which is made hollow to receive it, the blade and guard being pro-
" vided respectively with registering perforations k and l adapted to receive the 5
". pins It and i when the parts are assembled. The handle e is provided with an
" elongated nut m which is internally screw-threaded to receive the pin i and
" has a roughened outer end n adapted to bear against the outer end of the
H handle, by means of which the nut may be turned.

" To assemble the parts, as thus constructed, the blade is first placed upon 10
,~ the backing, with the pins hand i passing through the perforations k, 'I'he
" combined guard and handle is then placed upon the blade, with the pins h
" passing through the perforations l and the pin i passing into" the hollow
" handle e, and the nut m is then inserted into the outer end of the handle and
" screwed on to the pin i until the backing and guard are drawn close enough 15
" together to hold the blade firmly between them and give its cutting edges the
" necessary rigidity.

. " For the purpose of securing an adjustment of the cutting edge or edges of
" the blade toward and from the guard, and thus varying the distance between
" said edges and guard to provide for light or heavy growths of beard or to suit 20
,. the skill or custom of the user, the blade is bent transversely, thereby causing
"its cutting edges to approach or recede from the edges of the guard in pro
"portion to the transverse curvature thus imparted to the blade. This is
,~ preferably accomplished by giving the opposed inner faces of the guard and
" backing a corresponding transverse curvature, so that when the flat, flexible, 25
" elastic blade is placed between the backing and the guard and the clamping
" nut is screwed up, the blade is first engaged along its longitudinal centre by
" the centre of the guard and near its cutting edges by the edges of the backing,
" and as the clamping action is continued the blade is bent transversely, thus
" bringing its cutting edges closer and closer to the gnard until the blade is 30
" finally made to conform to the tranverse curvature of the backing and guard.
" Conversely, when the clamping nut is unscrewed the elasticity of the blade
" causes its cutting edges to spring away from the edges of the guard whenever
,. such movement is permitted. This curvature of the blade itself imparts a
" considerable degree of rigidity to it. so that its cutting edges may be kept rigid 35
" even though the blade be not in contact with the guard and backing through-
" out its whole extent.

" In order to prevent injury to the user by the corners of the blade, these
" corners may be rounded as shown at 0, (Figure 7), in which case the retan-
" gular corners of the backing will project beyond the rounded corners of the 40
" blade and thus prevent them from coming in contact with the skin of the user.
" Another convenient way of accomplishing the same result is to leave the
" corners of the blade angular and to provide short transverse extensions p at the
" corners of the backing, which extensions project slightly beyond the edges of
" the blade and thus cover its corners, as shown in Elgures 1 and 6. -Even if. 45
" the angular corners of the blade are left-exposed, however, there is practically
"no danger of injury thereby. With any of these arrangements a free and
"uninterrupted space is left beneath the cutting edges of the blade along the
" entire length thereof. When it is desired to remove a blade, the clamping nut
"is completely unscrewed and the guard is lifted away from the backing and 50
" blade. This leaves the blade supported and held 1n position by the pins on
"the backing, from which it iA easily lifted by grasping its ends, which are
"usually rounded and project somewhat beyond the ends of the backing as
" shown at q in Figures 2 and 7.
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f~-A±theagh-this-ifi¥efltiefi-is-:pft:rtiea±arty=aaa:pteJ-afiEl-·iBtefiaea-ter--f-safety!
£f-ra!tieF-s,-yet-the-thia,-4eHBle-eageEl,-fte*ible-bla€l:e· ffia~-Be-seeB:¥e4-fHtbstafitifbll:T

H-as-a:ae¥e-aes8F-ibe€l:,-tH-aflY-fHfitable-eeB-stf-aetiefi-ef-baekifig-pre¥idea-with:-a
i'-haB:ale,-pr6¥i4etl-that-the-h814er-is-aElapte4-te -Stlp]?1y-the-Heeessary-rigiaity

5 ff-te-the-blaEle-at-its-eattiftg-edges. ge-tee-the-!erfB:-ef-he±aer-a1eve-tleserfbe4
f:-is-eapable-ef-eeHsiderable-me4i:fieatieH-witftEH:1:t-departiftg-frem-this·-feattire
i~-ef-the-ifl¥eHtie:e.!!

The Patentee claimed :-" 1. A 'safety' razor comprising a thin flexible blade
"detachably combined with a holder by which the blade is positioned and

10 "supported, and its cutting edge is given the rigidity necessary to make it
" operative for shaving substantially as described. g.-±H:-a-rB1~ep,-the--eemBir±

ii-atieH--Wtth--a--tltiH,--tle*tble--blaae--hft¥iflg--twe--eppesite--eatttHg--eages-·et"-fb
ff-ftel4er--eemj3rieiB:g--a--rigi4-~:ee,ekiB:g,--a-hafl€l:le,--ftn4--4e:rieee-=By--whieh--t,fie

£~-:e±aae-is-he±4-ftge,iB-bt-the-:eae*iflg-e,fld-gi¥eH-the-rigiElity--fieeeesary,--te-make
~£-it--epefati¥e--fer--shaTiHg. --g.-A-~~thifi=-He*iele--blaae--fer--a","Lsa,tety-!--rtt!tier

15 H-aaaptea--te--be--4etaehaBly--afla--rtgi41:y--see8:re4-te-a-fie!4er--fbB:4-pe5itiettea
s~-wjth--respeet--te--the--gHar4-sabstaBtia±lf-fbS-aB:4-fer-tfie-pHrfJeBe-4eseriBeG~
" 2. 4. In a' eafety' razor the employment of a thin flexible blade aElap-te4
if-te-be deflected to adjust its cutting edge substantially as described. e.-±B:-fh
H_S.-sfb!etT-!-ra~er-the-eeffibiHatiefl-witft-a-thtft-gtHEib-le-blaae-ef--a--he!Gef ~-sHb-

20 E-BtaHti~I-ly:--ae--aeseriBea--bY--ffieaBs--ef--wftiefi-the-bla4e-is-eeHE-traras¥erse±.r
fi-aH:4-its-eattiHg-e4ge-aajHste4.·-B.-±fl-a-~-safetf-!-rftn6r-the-eeffiBiflatieH-wttlt

H-a-:aaekifig-aad-a-gaar4-ef-a-tfiifl-:fle:*:iBle-etfbde--eaeh-as-a-lteI4--Between--the
:':'-Bfbehiag--aB:4--the--gaar4--whieh--are--se-eenstraete4--that--by--tfietr--relati¥e
H-m6¥emeflt...-tfie--bla4e--ie--beH:t--tffbfls¥erse±J--aHE1:--its--eatt±Rg-eElge-aEljHBted-:-

25 "3. +. In a 'safety' razor the combination with a thin flexible blade such as tc
" of a backing and a guard adapted to receive and hold the blade the cutting
"edge of which is adjusted by their relative movement. 4e g.. In a safety
" razor a backing and a guard having their adjacent faces curved to receive and
"bend a thin flexible blade substantially as and for the purpose descri bed.

30 f:'-f).;-~A-tftifl-ge*iBle-af}4-detaefiable--raner-Blade-haTtf±g-twe-ep~esite--eHttiBs
~i-e4ge8--afl4--preJfiae€l--with--perferatie:as--sHl1staHtiallf--as- 4es6ribea. 5. lQ...
" In a setfety razor the combination of a rigid backing a guard and a thin flexible
"blade detachably held between the backing and the guard substantially as
" descri bed. ±±.-!fl-a-S.·t;afety !-ra~er-tlte-eeffi:btfHutieE:-ef-ft-rigt4-baekiBg-a-4eaBle-

35 fi-eageEl-gas,rtl-aBa-a,-tltia :f1e*ible-blaae-ftfbvtBg-twe-ettttiftg-eages-fbBa-tlef6eft
E-aBty:-ltel4-betweeB-the-baektag-aB4-the-gaarEl..--J-2-.-±E:-a-f-safet y_l-r aner -t lre
f:-eembiHfbtif:'H:-witlt-a-perferatea...blaEle-ha¥iHg-twe-eppesite-eatting·--e4ges-ef-a
i~-heI4er~et7H11?rtSiftg-a-haE:4±8-a,-baekiB-g-a-4eab±e-g~~--a-a4--p8si-tiefiiflg--aHt±
t:'-e±ampiHg-ae¥feeB-paeeifig-tftreagh-the--pert"efatieH:s-~ifl....-the--B±a4e.--6. -±~O'

40 "A holder forming part of a 'safety' razor and having a double-edged guard
" and a handle located between the edges of the guard substantially as described.
" 7,. J.4. In a ' safety' razor the combination with a holder of a thin double
"edged blade which can be bent so as to adjust both cutting edges sirnul
" taneously. -l6-:-±H--fb-_Lsatety_l- -ra,~er--tfl:e--eeffibiflattefl:--witfi--a,-fte±El:er-6effi-

45 i~-prisiHg-a=eaekiHg-aft4-a-gaar4-e:f-a-b!aae-haviHg-aeahle-e4gee-wffiefi-eaH:-be

i:.-si&lHltafl:eefl-sly--a4.tflste4--lty=-tfie·---felative- -ffiE)\rement- ·ef--tlte--Baekiftg --Hi ftf1
ff=gtH;bra. 8. ±e.. In a 'safety' razor the oomlrination with a thin flexible
"blade of a backing and a guard and a screw adjustment such as i m n for
" moving the backing and guard relatively to each other to adjust the cutting

50 "edge or edges of the blade. 9. -±-+. The complete razor having single or
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" double cutting edges substantially as described or illustrated in the accom
h panying Drawings."

___. t __. .__

b

o-k-o

On the 25th of April 1911 the Gillette Safety Razor Company commenced
an action against the Anqlo-Arnerican Tradinq Company Ld, and Bent and
Parker Ld. for infringernent of the Patent, claiming an injunction, damages or 5
an account of profits, and delivery up or destruction of infringing articles.

The Plaintiffs, by their Statement of Olaim, after stating the facts above
meutioned as to the title to the Patent and the amendment of the Specification,
alleged that the Patent was valid, and that since the 26th of November 1909 the
Defendant Companies had infringed the Patent, the Plaintiffs alleging that 10
since that date the Defendants, Bent and Parker Ld., had manufactured and
sold razors according to the invention described in the amended Specification,
and that the Defendants, the Anglo-American Trading Oompany Ld., had sold,
supplied and used the razors so manufactured.

'I'he Particulars of Breaches alleged as follows :-" (1) The Defendant Com- 15
" panies have, since the 26th of November 1909, and prior to the issue of the
" writ in this action, used razors constructed in accordance with the invention
" disclosed in the Specification of the said Letters Patent as amended by the
" Order dated the 21st of June 19l0,refel'red to in the Statement of Claim. (2)
" The razors so used by the Defendant Oompanies respectively are constructed 20
" and operate substantially in accordance with the invention described in the
" Specification of the Plaintiff Oompany's said Letters Patent, as amended as
" aforesaid, and claimed in all the claiming clauses thereof. Such razors are
" called' Duplex' razors. (3) On some date or dates between the 26th of
"November 1909 and the 25th of April 1911 (inclusive) the Defendants, 25
" Bent &: Parker Ld., manufactured and sold to the Defendants, the Anglo-
" American Tradinq ComjJctny Ld., a large number (which the Plaintiff Com-
" pany are unable exactly to state) of 'Duplex' razors, and the Defendants, the
" Anglo-American Trading Company Ld., re-sold the razors so sold to them
"by the Defendants, Bent and Parker Ld. In particular, on some date 30
., between the 23rd of March 1911 and the 11th of April ~911, the Defendants,

." Bent and Parker Ld., manufactured and sold to the Defendants, the Anglo
" American Trading Compeau) Ld., one silver' Duplex' razor, which the last
"named Defendants sold, on or before the 11th of April 1911, to Messrs.
, Mappin &: Co., of 121 New Street, Birmingham." 'I'he Plaintiffs claimed the 35
right to recover compensation in respect of all infringements.
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The manufacture and sale of the particuIrar silver" Duplex" razor as alleged
was admitted by the Defendants. Each of the Defendants, by their respective
Defences, denied that they had infringed the Patent, and alleged that it was
and had always been invalid.

5 In the alleged infringement the backing and guard were flat, and there was
no capacity for adjustment by curvature.

The Particulars of Objections are fully set out in the report of the trial
(29 R.P.C. 347).

The description and Drawings given below are taken from the American
10 Specification of Butler (No. 672,204, A.D. 1901) included in the Particulars of

Objections and referred to in the judgment of Lord MOULTON.
Butler's U.S.A. Specification (No. 672,204) was, so far as material to this

Report, as follows :-" Fig. 1, a perspective view of a safety razor constructed
" in accordance with my invention; Fig. 2, a top or plan view of the plate with

15 "the blade removed; Fig. 3, a plan view of the blade; Fig. 4, a transverse
" central section through the plate and blade; Fig. 5, a modification. 'I'his
" invention relates to an improvement in safety razors, the object being a
" simple arrangement which permits the Teady adjustment of the blade and
"convenience in separating the parts for packing; and it consists in the

20 "construction as hereinafter described, and particularly recited in the claims.
" As herein shown, I employ a blade holder comprising a plate A, having a rear
"flange B, side flanges C, and bowed teeth D at its forward edge, the teeth
" being arranged as usual in safety razors. In the center of the plate is a slot E.
" The blade F is of substantially usual form, corresponding in length to the

25 "distance between the side flanges 0, and of suitable width to rest against the
" rear flange B and project to a sufficient extent over the teeth D. In this
"blade is a central threaded opening G, which, when the blade is in place,
" registers with the slot E in the plate. To secure the blade to the plate, I form

A

B

C
8

f'JC.3. GJ

F

o-G

l
" the upper end of the handle H with a threaded stud I, adapted to pass npward

ao "through the slot E in the plate and into the threaded opening G in the blade,
" and so that by turning the stud into the blade the plate will be clamped between
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•" the blade and the handle, and by reason of the slot E the plate may be moved
" to a greater or less extent, as desired, to have the teeth project beyond the
" blade or as may be necessary by the wearing away of the edge of the blade.
" The handle H may be of any approved construction; but, as herein shown,
" it is tubular, and is-adapted to have inserted into its lower and * a sheet metal 5
" finger piece J, which increases the length of the handle and enables a firm
"grip to be had; but obviously various forms of handles may be formed.
" Instead of forming the blade with a threaded opening for engagement with
" the threaded stud on the handle the blade may be formed with a slot Gl, as
" shown in Fig. 5 of the Drawings, and the plate with an open opening EI corres- 10
"ponding to the diameter of the stud I, and the flange B extends upward
" corresponding to the thickness of the back of the blade and provided with a
" lip BI extending over the blade, as shown in Fig. 5, the said lip having a
" threaded opening K, through which the stud I extends and whereby the blade
" may be clamped between the lip and the plate, the slot in the blade permitting 15;
" it to be moved forward as occasion requires. By the term' extending into
" 'the blade,' as hereinafter used, 1 wish to be understood as including a blade
"having a threaded opening for engagement with the threaded stud on the
" handle or a solid blade through which the said stud extends."

The action came on for trial, on the 20th of March 1912, before Mr. Justice 20
Parker, who held that the first Claim of the Plaintiffs' Specification was framed
so as to omit the element of adjustability secured by utilising the transverse
curvature of the blade, and that, with this element omitted, it was immaterial
whether the guard and backing had curved or flat clamped surfaces, and that
the Defendants' razor was an infringement; that there was good subject-matter, 25
and that the Patent was valid. Judgment was given for the Plaintiffs, an
injunction being granted and an inquiry as to damages from a date mentioned
in the Order to amend the Specification, delivery up and costa, but the inquiry
and delivery up were stayed on terms in the event of an appeal (29 R.P.C. 341).
The Defendants appealed. 30

'I'he appeal came on for hearing, on the 3rd of July 1912, before the Master oj
the Rolls and Lords Justices Faruiell and Kennedy, by whom it was held that,
on the construction of the Specification, the first Claim included the element of
adjustability, being for the complete article, and not for a subordinate integer,
and did not cover a blade not secured by being bent, and that the Defendants 35
had not infringed. The appeal was allowed with costs (29 R.P.C. 577).

'I'he Plaintiffs appealed to the House of Lords, and the appeal came on for
hearing on the Ist of April 1913.

Sir A. Cripps K.C., T. Terrell K.C., and R. H. Hodge (instructed by Gush,
Phillips, Walters and Williams) appeared for the Appellants; Walter K.C. 40
and H. F. Moulton (instructed by Bristows, Cooke and Carpmael) appeared for
the Respondents.

Sir A. Cripps I{.C. for the Appellants.-The Specification has been twice
construed, the second time after amendment. The matter is almost entirely one
of construction, and is as to whether or not the Claims include the tlat blade, as 45
well as the curved, and the question arose as to how far the Court could read
the unamended Specification. [Lord MOULTON.-It rests on a dictum of Lord
Watson.t A phrase may be intelligible if one looks at the unamended Specifi-
cation. I think Lord Watson did not intend to go beyond what had been the
law before.] The difficulty of the flexible blade has been got over, and, in the 50
curved form flexibility is used to give adjustment, 'lhe mere changing of a

* Sic. It should obviously be " end."-J. C.
t In Moser v, Ma1'sden, 13 RIP.C. 24, at page 31.
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thin blade is not subject-matter, [Lord MOULTON.-If it was held flat in the
clamps it would be rigid enough.] The Claim is for rigidity and adjustability,
and, that being so, there is infringement. The first Claim was held at the trial
to cover rigidity without adjustability. It all depends on the meaning of

5 "substantially as described," and those words do not mean getting the hlade
into the curved form. Claims 3 and 4 are obviously for curvature. Claim 5 is
not. No one can make a saiety razor without imitating the Gillette razor.
[Lord MOULTON.-Bending does not give rigidity that would be useful for
shaving; that is purely a matter of adjustability; the rigidity is given by the

10 support.] Rigidity is claimed without curvature at all. At the trial it was
held that if the original Claim had been limited to safety razors it would have
been good. The anticipation relied on before amendment was Rauck'« Specifi
cation, but after the amendment it was Butler's. Butler was attacking a
different, not to say a more difficult problem. [Lord SRAW.-His blade was a

15 self-rigid blade; the Patentee's is not, and the latter has a double edge.] [Lord
MOULTON.-Adjustability is not necessary if the blade is thrown away.] The
Patentee has a flexible blade held rigidly ; Butler has a blade that is not thin.
[Lord MOULTON.-The Patentee's blade is not a very flexible blade; one could
shave with it in any handle.] The Patentee uses it in a particular handle. [Lord

20 MOULTON.-The Patentee is using the great force of. a screw to make a chord
into an arc; but support the blade as Butler's is supported, and it will shave.]
The rigidity of Butler's blade is due to its wedge shape. The Patentee inten
tionally omitted the element of adjustability. It is of the essence of the
invention that the Patentee's razor shall be capable of having a double edge.

25 [Lord MOULTON.-It may be said that the form of construction that gives a
double edge gives adjustability.] Butler's is non-adjustable. His razor is
suggestive of the method, mentioned by Theoeritus, of shaving in the Thessalian
manner with a flint. The learned Judge was right in finding, at the trial, that
there never was, before Gillette:« Patent, any use of a thin flexible blade.

30 The element of novelty was the rigidity other than that obtained from
thickness. Kelly's blade is in the chisel form, and the rigidity is obtained
from the blade itself. The Patentee gets his rigidity by the clamping; if
the blade, instead of being 2 fro- inch thick, had been T-JOO inch thick, he
.could still have got the necessary rigidity. That is one of the essential

35 features, if not the essential feature, of the invention. The Patentee's
blade is non-rigid in the sense that, if not supported, it would not shave.
In the \' Duplex" razor the rigidity is given by the backing and the teeth.
If Butler had used a very thin blade it would not have worked. [Lord
MOULToN.-Kelly describes his blade as "very thin steel."] He has not the

40 flexible blade. A blade that does not need support is outside the Patent. The
" Duplex" needs a backing. The backing is not the essential feature, apart
from the means. [Lord MOULTON.-Gaulard and Gibbs' Patent" shows that
if the validity of the Patent depends on the degree of flexibility and the
measure of the support, these must be defined in the Specification.] That case

45 is distinguishable. The Plaintiffs would prefer the wider construction of the
Specification. They do not say that the thinness of the blade is the basis of the
Patent, and adjustability is not an essential. The claim is for the combination.
[Lord MOULTON.-Flexibility is not essential to the shaving, but it is
important for the best form of the Patentee's razor. He is bound to describe

50 his best form, but he is perrnitted to claim others. In Nobels' &c. Com
pany v, Andersont, the Plaintiff said he thought he was bound, not only to
give, but to claim his best form; he omitted to claim his iuferior form, and
lost his case].

* 7 R.P.C. 367. t 12 R.P.C. 164.
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Terrell K.C. followed.--The old form of razor blade was expensive to
manufacture. The Patentee made his blade thin and cheap to manufacture and
to sharpen. Having done that, he found it was flexible, and so required a
guard. [Lord MOULTON.-Rauck had published the idea of exchangeable
bladesJ. 'rho Patentee took the backing and the guard and screwed them 5
together, and obtained the ad vantages of a thin blade without its drawbacks.
Rauck's idea was merely to hold the blade. The elements of the Patentee's
invention are not to be found in any of the earlier forms. There is no
evidence of Kelly's blade ever having been on the market. If the Patentee's
razor is better than anything that went before, that is good subject-matter. The 10
Patentee says that the backing is slightly narrower than the blade. He has done
much more than clamping. [Lord MOULTON.-Aguard is common for the
purpose. It has been decided that if one uses an addition merely as an addition,
as in Williams v. Nye*, it is not subject-matter.] [Lord SHA,v.-In the London
and South Western Railway Company v: British Vacuum Cleaner Companyt 15
the degree was not defined, but the Specification was held sufficient.] The
Defendants have taken the Patentee's method of attaching the handle at the
middle and so obtaining the double edge. [Walter K.C.-There is no
evidence as to Claim 6; Olaims 1 to 5 are what the Defendants rely on.] The
Patentee has a new combination with flexibility and support. The Defendants 20
have not utilised the thinness of the blade so as to obtain adjustability, but they
have taken the double edge. One could cut off part of the guard and backing,
and have a single edge, but it would be an inferior imitation. The Patent is for
a combination having the capacity for having both edges sharpened.

Walter K.C. for the Respondents.-It is necessary to look at the matter from 25
the point of view of a person wanting to know what he is entitled to do. The
Appellants have endeavoured to stretch the Patent to cover an invention that is
not within it. The economy is not great; there are machines sold for sharpen
ing the blades, and the thin steel does not last long. On the amendment, the
.body of the Specification was little aitered, but the Claims were much altered. 30
There was originally a Claim 9 for the blades; but the thinness of the blade was
old. Rauck destroyed the value of the Patent. The Plaintiffs' claim is either for
the article they .sell or for nothing; there is no half-way house between the
broad and the narrow constructions. The learned Judge at the trial was wrong
in taking the description of the results of the invention as a description of the 35
invention itself. The Patentee contemplated nothing but the symmetrical form.
,A safety razoris a kind of plane. The Specification has been carefully prepared,
.and the Plaintiffs have departed littlefrorn it. It describes a beautiful invention.
If the Plaintiffs' construction is adopted there is no Claim for the razor as a whole,
Claims 2 and 3 are for the adjustability, Claim 4 is for the curved backing. 40
01aim5, after amendment, is the same as Claim 1, and Olaim f is. for a double
edged rake-an appendant Claim. There is no Claim for the complete razor,
unless it is in Claim 1. Flexibility is the feature that is used for adjustability ;
rigidity is given, not to the blade, but to the cutting edge. Rigidity in Claim 1
does not mean clamping allover, but along three longitudinal lines. The Defend- 45
ants do not obtain rigidity except when the holders come into contact. Their
blade is flexible, but that is not necessary; they do not make use of flexibility
to obtain the benefit of the invention. In Claim 1 " substantially as described?'
refers to the contrast between flexibility and rigidity. On the alternative
construction of the Claim, elasticity has to play no part. Thin blades are used 50
without a backing. The real question is one of construction. Raucki:« blades
are 4 to 8 thousands of an inch thick, as compared with the Patentee's 5 to 6.
If the blade in Rauck was turned- round the Defendants would be infringers,

* 7 R.P.C. 37, 62. t 29 R.P.C. 309.
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and if the Defendants' blade was put into Kelly's holder it would shave quite
well. The Patent, after amendment of the Specification, is valid. [Sir A.
Cripps K.C.-The Plaintiffs said adjustability was the feature; the learned
Judge at the trial held otherwise, and the Plaintiffs adopted his view.

5 Counsel's arguments in the Court below ought not to be referred to; the
Defendants' Counsel took a view opposite to their present view, as the Plaintiffs'
did.] As to Claim 1, the only way in which the cutting edge is given any
rigidity is by the curved backing. In the Claim, one finds flexibility mentioned,
and in the Specification that has no purpose other than bending; that being so,

10 it is hard to say that th.e Claim is simply for a thin blade, single or double
edged. If flexibility means curvature the Claim is good, but if curvature is
not in the Claim then the Claim is within Rauck, None of the optional
matters are of any sabstance. It is admitted that, unless the Claim covers a
fiat blade, the Defendants' razor is not within the Claim. Flexibility is detri-

15 mental' except for the purpose of bending. The Plaintiffs' blades can be
stropped. The Plainti.ffs' handle is rigid; the Defendants' handle is loose, and,
if not tightly screwed up to the blade, will shake. The Claim must cover any
thin blade, and any clamp including a screw on the outside. There cannot
be invention in putting a thin blade into Rein's holder, or if the Claim covers

20 a single edge, there is no invention in putting a thin blade into Butler's holder.
If the construction adopted at the trial were right, it would prevent the Defend
ants from taking a blade and screwing a handle to it.

Moulton followed.-The Plaintiffs have argued that the use of a thin blade in
a safety razor is not analogous to its use in a razor that is not a safety razor.

2!) When a thin blade was put into the holder of Butler or Rein it worked quite
well. The idea that, with a blade of the Gillette thinness, one had to give
rigidity by holding in the particular way adopted by the Patentee was found to be
incorrect. It was for that purpose that Butler's device was introduced.
Starting with the common knowledge that thin blades were used by Rauck,

30 there can be no invention in the use, in a safety razor, of a thin blade. There
is no limitation of Claim 1 if flexibilitv is omitted. Buller shows how one can
move forward. On construction, the Patentee has carefully said what changes
may be made. It is dangerous for the Plaintiffs to say that the features
described as optional are essential.

35 Sir A. Cripps K.C. replled.c-rln the Plaintiffs' action against A. W.
Gamage Ld.,* it was held that adjnstability was essential, and that the Defend
ants were right. The Plaintiffs then amended the Specification, solely to meet
the judgment that had been given. If the matter is dealt with as a question of
construction, the judgment at the trial was right. One of the objects of making

40 the blade thin was to make it flexible. It was said in the judgment at the trial
that flexibility is a disadvantage, and that to have overcome that was a merit.
'I'he Patentee .has shown the best form; that does not mean that anyone else is
entitled to use the other forms. By the judgment at the trial, it was found that
there were four elements of the combination. The four elements are :-(1) A

45 thin, flexible blade, positioned in reference to the backing once for all before
the combining of the parts. Positioning once for all is one of the essential
features. [Lord MOULTON.-One· might position it as Kelly or Butler did.]
(2) A backing- to support the blade near its cutting edge, so as to give the
necessary rigidity near the cutting edge. (3) The guard. [Lord MOULTON.-

50 That is really a common device.] (4) A handle symmetrically arranged, so that
either edge can be used without changing the position of the blade. Adjust
ability is an element of all the Claims except 6; that is an inevitable result if

* 2G R.p.e. 745.
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the judgment at the trial is right. The actual mechanical contrivances are not
of the essence of the invention. The early part of the description, read with
the Claims, shows that rigidity is the essential thing. It is immaterial that the
holder is in the curved form. Eliminate the idea of adjustability and one has,
in the Defendants' razor, the four elements. The Patentee treats adjustability 5
merely as an additional advantage. When he is dealing with rigidity alone he
takes the curved form, and one cannot get adjustability without curvature, while
rigidity can be obtained by using either form. Claim 1 cannot be construed to
include the element of adjustability; it is not necessary to include all the
elements in Claim 1. [Lord Motn.ros.c-Reading the Specification, and leaving 10
out the Claim, there is nothing to show that bending is optional.] 'I'he curved
form is only a preferred form; part of the Specification is equally applicable to
a curved or a flat form. If the Plaintiffs' argument is sound there can be no
question as to infringement. As to subject-matter, Butler was selected
ultimately by the learned Judge at the trial as the Specification that told most 15
against it. [Lord MOULToN.-Kelly advanced the matter most.] Butler had
not a thin flexible blade, nor a backing to give rigidity; and he had not the
essential positioning once for all. The ex post facto analysis of invention is
unfair to inventors, as was said in British. Westinghouse, &c., Oon1,j)(tny v.
Braulitc (27 R.P.C. 230). A combination of old elements to give an old result 20
in a better or cheaper way is good.

Judgment was reserved, and was delivered on the 30th of June 1913.
Viscount HALDANE L.C.-My Lords, Lord MOULTON is about to deliver a

judgment in which Lord ATKINSON desires me to state that he concurso
Lord SHAW OF DUNFERMLINE.-My Lords, I confess to having had consider- 25

able difficulty in this case. But I have come to be of opinion that the
Master of the Rolls, with whom Lord Justice Kennedy concurred, is correct,
and I desire to adopt the language of that judgment.

The Specification of the Appellants' Patent of 1902 was subjected to large
amendments, As iii now stands, Claim 1 is for "A safety razor comprising a 30
" thin flexible blade detachably combined with a holder by which the blade is
" positioned and supported, and its cutting edge is given the rigidity necessary
., to make it operative for shaving substantially as described." The discussion at
your Lordships' Bar was substantially confined to this Claim. Although this
was so, I do not conceal from myself the high merit of the Appellants' invention 35
as a whole. It appears to me that they have succeeded, by the extreme
cleverness of an adaptation by curvature of a thin blade, in producing the
combined advantages of flexibility in material with rigidity in action. This
result, both elements of which are meritorious, is prodnced by the adjustability
which takes advantage of the possibility of curving the thin blade under such 40
conditions of positioning and support, as will furnish the rigidity in action
which is desiderated. So impressed am I by the merits of that invention, that
I think the argument. which would endeavour to split up the description by
eliminating from the first portion of it flexibility and adjustability of material,
and confining the first Claim merely to the accomplishment of rigidity without 45
those, is an argument which substantially deprives the Patent of its most
conspicuous merit. It might make the Claim too wide. Upon that I make no
pronouncement, although I incline to an opinion, but it is sufficient for me to
say that I think the description in the Specification throughout accepts the
situation that the material dealt with is both thin and flexible, and that its 50
flexibility is necessarily an accompaniment of what is described thus :--" One
" of the chief features of the invention relates to the adjustability of the blade
"in the holder." When it is added-e-" For this purpose the flexibility and
" elasticity of the thin blade is employed and the adjustment," and so on, are
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secured, it appears to me that this method of description binds the whole of
these qualities or features together, and after reflection I do not see my way to
interpret the Specification by reading the earlier portion of it as applying to
rigidity alone and the later portion to adjustment alone. Unless one does that,

5 the argument for the Appellants cannot prevail. I was much impressed with it,
but I think it would go too far probably even for the interests of the Appellants
themselves, because it might result in Olaim 1, which I admit points to the
accomplishment of the rigidity necessary, being too wide. The Olaim is for a
safety razor comprising a thin flexible blade. I cannot see my way to hold that

10 that could apply to a rigid blade, or that the substantial description given in the
Specification covers the case of rigidity of a thin material being accomplished by
clamping between two plane surfaces.

It is this last operation, however, which is performed by the Respondents.
The Respondents, in short, have, by imitations of material, by cleverness of

15 the make up of their product, produced an apparent similarity which might
possibly, I suppose, mislead an ordinary purchaser into thinking that he was
getting something as good as the G1]lette razor. But the real and clever merit
of the Gillette has not been taken, and therefore no infringement has been
committed by the Respondents. Speaking for myself, I do not doubt that

20 the absence of the prime and essential merit of the Gillette razor from the
Iiespondents' razor may come to be demonstrated in use, but in the meantime
a certain disturbance of trade may occur until the lesser effectiveness and merit
of the Respondents' razor become demonstrated. But actual infringement not
having been established, the action must fail.

25 My Lords, this, in my opinion, is not only sufficient for the case, but it is the
whole case. I think it right to say that I have read with interest the judgment
of my noble and learned friend, Lord MOULTON, which proceeds upon an
argument and a survey which were not presented to the Oourt below or to
this House. Both parties have been represented by the highest advocacy, and

30 I do not, speaking for myself, find myself in the possession of such skill as
would enable, or, indeed, allow, me to decide the case on any other ground
than that which has been argued pro and contra from the Bar. It may be that
my noble and learned friend's view is correct; but,.as I say, I should not feel
warranted for these reasons even in recording my assent to the ground of

35 judgment which he has separately covered.
I beg to move that the appeal be dismissed with costs.
My Lords, I have to intimate on behalf of my noble and learned friend,

Lord KINNEAR, that he concurs in the judgment of the House.
Lord MOULTON.-My Lords, this is an action for infringement of Letters Patent

40 No. 2~,763~r: of 190~ granted to King Camp Gillette for an invention described
as "Improvements in or relating to safety and other razors." The Specification
has been amended by disclaimer, and its scope has thereby been restricted to
the class of razors generally known as safety razors.

This is one of the cases in which it is 'desirable to ascertain exactly the state
45 of public knowledge in reference to the subject-matter, to which the invention

relates, before examining the Specification and Olaims of the Plaintiffs' Letters
Patent.

The ordinary razor consists essentially of a sharp blade pivotted on a hollow
handle situated in the plane of the blade, into which it can be folded when not

50 in use so as to protect the sharpened edge. For many years past it has been
common practice to mount upon the blade of such a razor, when in use, a guard
which covers oue side of the blade, and projects slightly beyond the edge so as
to prevent the razor cutting the flesh during the operation of shaving, should the
hand of the shaver slip. Razors provided with such a guard are known as "safety
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,,, razors." But the safety razor referred to in the Plaintiffs' Letters Patent is not
of the type which I have just described. It differs from it exactly in the same way
as an adze differs from an axe. In the axe the handle lies in the plane of the blade
as it does in the ordinary razor. In the adze the handle is transverse to the
plane of the blade, and usually stands almost at right-angles to it. The same is 5
the case in the safety-razor of the Plaintiffs' Patent. Tools of the adze type
have for centuries been common in many departments of industry. Hoes and
scrapers furnish examples of this. But so far as the material before the House
enables one to judge, it was not until some twelve years before the date of the
Plaintiffs' Letters Patent that instruments of this type were proposed for use as 10
razors. The reason is not far to seek. Unless used with considerable skill an
instrument of the type of an ordinary scraper would be both clumsy and
dangerous to shave with, until the principle of the safety razor had been
applied to it, and, no doubt, it may not have been obvious originally how this
was to be done. But the Drawings to the Specification of Kelly's Patent, i5
No. 11;)6 of 1889, show a simple way of effecting it. The blade if! a piece of
thin sheet steel ground to a cutting edge, and it is held in a position trans..
versely to the handle, in a wire frame, one part of such frame forming the
handle, and another part forming a safety rail or guard of the ordinarytype.
Such an instrument would be quite effective for shaving purposes. Some 20
years after the date of Kelly's ~Patent, but before the date of the Patent
sued upon in this action, the Specification and Drawings of an American Patent
granted to John A. Butler for a safety razor of the same type were published
in England. They are cited as constituting a prior publication of Gillette's
invention. In its essentials, the razor, there described and shown, consists of a 25
blade clamped between two cheeks at the extremity of a handle at right-angles
to its plane. This is effected in the ordinary way by piercing holes in the blade
and each of the cheeks corresponding to one another, so as to permit the
entrance of the end of a handle perpendicularly (or nearly so) to their planes.
This end of the handle is turned to a diameter less than that of the rest of the 30
handle, so as to leave a shoulder upon it. The portion of the handle projecting
above the shoulder is threaded, and the hole in the further cheek is threaded to
correspond therewith. It .follows that, on screwing up the handle, the two
cheeks will be drawn together, clamping the blade tightly' between them so as
to hold it and fix it on the handle firmly. So far there is nothing in Buller's 35
safety razor other than common general knowledge, To fix a plate of any kind
transversely to a handle by clamping it thus between two plates by a nut and
screw, or its equivalent, is such an ordinary use of a screw that it can no more
constitute an invention than could the proposal to nail planks together. By
this I do not mean that abundance of prior publications or pfior users of such a 40
device could be found, but I mean that none are required. Of such common
general knowledge the Court can take judicial cognizance. In such a con
struction it is indifferent whether the hole in the outer cheek is threaded or
whether it is plain, and a nut is used outside. It is thus evident that the con
struction is only an example of bolting plates together by a nut or screw. Such 45
a mode of clamping a plate transversely to a handle must have been used times
without number in the construction of tools of the adze or scraper type, for
which it is specially suited. An example of this is to be found in the Specifi
cation of McLendon's Patent (No. 126,821, 1872), where it is shown as applied
to a hoe or a rake, which are both instruments of the adze type. I cite this 50
merely as an Illustration and not as a specific anticipation, because, as I have
already said, the Court. may, in my opinion, take judicial cognizance of such
notoriously common pieces of mechanical knowledge, examples of which are to
be seen on all hands. I have" said that this part of Butler's construction is only
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common general knowledge. But this does not fully describe Butler's safety
razor. A mere scraper of any construction would not be a practical instrument
for shaving, but by ingeniously proposing to extend the inner cheek till it pro..
jects slightly beyond the edge of the blade and forming teeth upon its outer

5 edge, as is customary in razor guards, he converts the scraper into a good and
practical safety razor without the addition of any extra part. Whether this-was
novel in 1901 I do not know, but it was assuredly not common general know.
ledge, and might, well have rendered B'utler'sPatent valid in the absence of
specific prior publications or. users.

10 I now turn to the Defendants' razor, the alleged infringement. In it I find
a razor blade fixed, transversely to a handle. This is effected by its being
clamped tightly between two cheeks, the three being screwed together by
means of a screw cut in the handle. The near cheek has its edge extended and
cut into teeth, so.as to form a guard, precisely as in Butler's safety razor. On

15 comparing the two, I have come unhesitatingly to the conclusion that there is
no patentable difference, no invention step, between Butler's safety razor and

. that sold by the Defendants. To establish this, I will proceed to examine the
precise differences in detail. In the Defendants' razor the positions of the male,
and femaleacrews are transposed, as contrasted with the figure in Butler's

20 Specification. So far as the present action is concerned, this is immaterial,
because the interchange of such mechanical equivalents involves no invention.
But I cannot resist the conclusion that the Defendants adopted the arrangement
(which is that shewn in the Drawings to the Plaintiffs' Specification) with the
deliberate design of making their razor outwardly resemble as closely as possible

25 the Plaintiffs' razor in the form universally sold, and I have no doubt that it is
this which has brought about the present litigation. In both the Plaintiffs' and,
the Defendants' razors the male screw is fixed on the outer cheek, and engages,
in a female screw in the handle, whereas in Butler's Specification a male screw
on the handle engages in a female screw on the outer cheek. But these are, as

30 I have said, mechanical equivalents and they operate identically, so that nothing
turnsupon the change. In point of fact, not only is there no patentable novelty
in the alteration, but neither party can lay claim even to actual novelty in the
arrangement used, for they have both adopted without modification the precise
arrangement shown in McLendon's Specification of .1872, applied to the

35 strictly analogous case of a hoe. The next point is the mode of positioning.
Butler positions his blade by flanges at the edges of the inner cheek. The
Defendants position their blade by pins projecting from the outer cheek
and passing through' the blade to the inner cheek. In both cases, these
devices are used solely for positioning, and the use of the one or the other has

40 no bearing, on any other portion of the mechanism, 'I'hey are both common.
mechanical devices for such a purpose, and constitute in the strongest sense
of the words, "known mechanical equivalents." We may, therefore, treat this
variation as a matter of entire indifference. Even if they differed morewidely,
it would not have affected the result of this action, because, as will presently be

45 seen, the Plaintiffs' Patent specifieally excludes from the invention any considera
tion of the means used for positioning, so that if the Defendants' razor were within
the Patentee's Claims it would also he so if the Defendants had used precisely
the same means of positioning as Butler used. There remains the question of'
the blade, which is that which was substantially relied on by the Plaintiffs'

50 Counsel in the very able argument which was ad dressed to this House on the
hearing of this appeal. He contended that, the nature of the blade used -by
Butler differentiated Butler's razor from those to which this case directly refers.·
In Butler's Specification he shows a blade of the ordinary type of razor blade,
whereas in the Defendants' razor (as also in the Patentee's invention) a piece of
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thin sheet steel sharpened at the edge is employed. Butler's Specification and
Claims were, of course, framed for the purposes of a Patent, and if this were an
action upon such a Patent, the meaning and scope of those Claims would be all
important, But in the present action Butler's Specification and Claims are
material only as a publication made prior to the date of the Plaintiffs' Patent. 5
It is necessary to keep clearly before one's mind the distinction between that
which a patentee claims as his invention, and the knowledge which the
patentee gives to the public by the publication of his Specification and
Drawings. It may be that Butler's language and Drawings refer expressly
to no other type of razor blade than that commonly used, and this may 10
operate to restrict his Claims to razors in which the blade is of the ordinary
section. But he has shown the world how to make a safety razor by clamping a
blade in the way which I have described, and shaping the inner cheek so as
to make it operate as a guard. The knowledge so communicated applies to
blades of any section. After the public has been shown how thus to clamp a 15
blade, one cannot make a novel invention by saying that, instead of clamping a
thick blade, one will clamp a thin one, even though one's predecessor has
distinctly limited his rights to cases where the blade clamped is a thick one.
Both Butler's method of clamping (which, as I have sai-l, was common general
knowledge), and his ingenious construction of the guard, apply equally well 20
whatever be the section of blade clamped. There is, therefore, no patentable
step-no act of invention-in the Defendants using a thin blade in their handle
instead of the thick blade used by Butler. For it must be remembered in this
connection that the use of thin sheet steel, properly supported, for razor blades
was not novel at the date of Butler's Specification or of the Plaintiffs' Patent, 25
inasmuch as Kelly had shown its use in razors of the transverse or scraper type
in 1889, and Rauck had shown its use in razors of the ordinary type in 18g7._
I am of opinion, therefore, that there is no patentable difference between the
Defendants' safety razor and that shown and described by Butler. If the blade
used by the Defendants be put into BUttler's handle (and this, as I have said, 30
involves no invention) you have a safety razor which is indistinguishable from
the Defendants' razor in anything which bears on the question of invention. It
follows, therefore, that no Patent of date subsequent to the publication of
Butler's Specification could possibly interfere with the right of the pnblic to
to make the Defendants' razor. If the claims of such a Patent were so wide as 35
to include it, the "Patent would be had, because it would include something
which differed by no patentable difference from that which was already in
possession of the public. Such a Patent would be bad for want of novelty.
If the Claims were not sufficiently wide to include the Defendants' razor, the
patentee could not complain of the public making it. In other words, the 40
Defendants must succeed either on invalidity or on non-infringement.

I am, therefore, of opinion that in this case the Defendants' right to succeed can
be established without an examination of the terms of the Specification of the Plaint
iffs' Letters Patent. I am awarethatsuchamode of deciding a Patent case is unusual,
but from the point of view of the public it is important that this method ofviewing 45
their rights should not be overlooked. In practical life it is often the only
safeguard to the manufacturer. It is impossible for an ordinary member of the
public to keep watch on all the numerous Patents which are taken out and to
ascertain the validity and scope of their claims. But he is entitled to feel secure
if he knows that that which he is doing differs from that which has been done 50
ofold only in non-patentable variatiQQs,'stlch as the substitution of mechanical
equivalents or changes of material shape or size. The defence that "the alleged
" infringement was not novel at the date of the plaintiff's Letters Patent" is a
good defence in law, and it would sometimes obviate the great length and
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expense of Patent cases if the defendant could and would put forth his case in
this form, and thus spare himself the trouble of demonstrating on which horn
of the well-known dilemma the plaintiff had impaled himself, invalidity or
nou-infringement.

5 In view of the arguments addressed to this House and of the judgment of the
eminent Judge before whom this case was tried in the first instance, to whose
opinion in questions relating to Patent Law I give the greatest weight, I think it
desirable to refer to two other points in connection with the Butler Specification.
In the first place, attention was called to the arrangement shown in Butler

10 by which the blade can be moved forward as occasion requires when the edge
of the blade is worn away by use. It must be remembered that the relevance
of Butler's Specification is as a publication, i.e., a communication to the public
which renders that which it contains public knowledge, In ascertaining its
effect, the Court must consider what it would convey to the public to whom it

15 was addressed, i.e., to mechanicians. \ I recognise that it would be most unfair to
subsequent patentees if we tested this by what it would conveyor suggest to a
mechanical genius : but, on the other hand, it would be equally unjust to the
public to take it as though it were read only by mechanical idiots. In reading
Butler's Specification and Drawings every mechanician of the most ordinary

20 competency would realise that the use of his device for adjustment is optional.
A slot is made in the blade, and this gives a range of adjustment measured by
the difference between the length of the slot and the diameter of the screw.
Every mechanician with the slightest intelligence must see that this range
could be made much, little, or none at all, with the effect of giving much,

25 little, or no power of adjustment. That being so, the Specification is. a publica
tion of th&instrument without this adjustment just as 'truly as it is a publication
of the' instrument with this adjustmerit. In saying- this, I do not mean
only that to omit the adjustment is not an inventive step. It goes much
further than that. I mean that Butler's Specifications and Drawings are

30 an actual publication of the instrument without the adjustment, because
they convey to the ordinary mechanician that the use of the device for
obtaining it is optional. I am glad of an opportunity of calling attention to
this point, because in my experience I have often known of attempts to put
aside a prior publication by claiming for the article made under the Patent the merit

35 of greater simplicity, the difference being due entirely to the omission of
devices, the use of which is optional, though not expressly stated so to be in
the prior publication. It is not necessary that there should be anysuch express
statement to inform the public that the use of the device is optional, if from its
very nature it would be recognised ad being so by any member of the class to

40 whom the Specification is addressed, i.e., 'in the case of mechanical inventions,
by an ordinarily competent mechanician. If, for instance, in the drawings of a
heavy machine some part be represented as fitted with a handle for the con
venience of lifting it, it does not require any express statement to inform the
publicthat if you are willing to forego that convenience you may omit the

45 handle. In the next place, the learned Judge expressed a doubt whether the
arrangement shown in Butler's Specification and Drawings would give
adequate support to a flexible blade, which is the kind of blade which the
Patentee proposes to use in his' Specificatioh. This illustrates the ad vantage of
direct comparison of the alleged infringing article with the prior publication. In

50 this action you have only to look at what the Defendants do. If that is justifiable
they are entitled to succeed. It is conclusively shown by the evidence, and is
obvious on inspection, that such support as is shown in Butler's Drawings would
be abundant to support a blade such as that which is used by the Defendants.
Whether such a blade could be properly called a flexible blade or not is a matter

2 T
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which does not concern him. It is a blade of a kind which was not novel at the
date of the Plaintiffs' Letters Patent, and which could be substituted in the
Butler arrangement without any modification or increase of the size of the outer
cheek for the purpose of increased support. This makes it unnecessary to go
into the question whether the Defendants might with equal immuni.ty have 5
used a blade so thin as to be too flexible unless the outer cheek were extended.
But I ought to add that, in my opinion, it did not, in December 1902, require an
inventor to tell the public that if they wished to use an excessively thin blade
clamped between supporting cheeks they must make those cheeks large enough
to give it adequate support. 10

For these reasons I am of opinion that this action must fail, whatever be
the interpretation we give to the Claims of the Specification of the
Plaintiffs' Letters Patent. But it would not be fair to the parties to con..
tent oneself with so deciding the case, because the action has been fought
on the ordinary lines, i.e., upon the issues of validity and infringement, 15
and it is important, both for the parties and for the public, that these
two issues should be severally adjudicated upon, inasmuch as they have
been raised and considered by the Courts below, more especially as, in
my opinion, there is here a novel and useful invention which has been pro
perly protected, although the Plaintiffs have erroneously ascribed to it a larger 20
scope than that to which it is entitled. The Specifications and Claims of the
Plaintiffs' Patent in the amended form, in which alone this House can consider
it, are drawn up in an admirable fasbion, and evidently by a skilled hand.
The Complete Specification (which is admitted to be in harmony with
the Provisional Specification) commences by describing the invention in 25 ...
clear language. There follows a reference to the Drawings annexed to the
Specification, which are stated to represent a "preferred" form of the invention.
These Drawings are clear and precise mechanical Drawings of the invention in
the form in which it has always being used, and in which it has become known
throughout the civilised world. There then follows a description in words of 30
these Drawings, which goes through them in detail and carefully indicates the
points in which the de.tails shown in the Drawings are merely "preferred.~'

Then follow nine Claims, of which some are for the whole instrument and some
for specific parts of it. The description of the invention in the early part of
the Specification leaves no doubt in my mind as to its nature or its novelty. As 35
compared with Butler's safety razor, or that of the Defendants, its distinguish-
ing characteristic is that the adjacent cheeks which clamp the blade are not flat
but curved, the nearer one being convex and the other concave. The con
seqence is that on the parts being screwed up the blade is bent into a curved
form with its concavity turned towards the handle. Though not restricted to 40
double-edged blades, the full value of the invention is only realised when they
are used. In such a case two opposite" edges of the nearer cheek are produced
to form guards as above described. On screwing np the parts, the 'blade is
forced by the curved cheeks to assume a curved form, and this causes its
cutting edge to be drawn back relatively to the edges of the comb so that an 45
adjustment is secured which makes it suitable for all kinds of shaving. It will
be seen that the elasticity of the blade keeps it firmly fixed in the instrument
in all states of adjustment by means of the pressure on the centre of the nearer
cheek and the two edges of the further one. It follows that the blade must be
both flexible and elastic, and in this it is completely distinguished from all its 50
predecessors. Hence we find that the blade is described as flexible throughout
the Specification. '

Counsel for the Plaintiffs based his case on the first Claim alone. It reads
thus :-"A 'safety' razor comprising a thin flexible blade detachably combined
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" with a holder by which the blade is positioned and supported, and its cutting
"edge is given the rigidity necessary to make it operative for shaving sub
" stantially as described." To my mind, the holder which supports and gives
rigidity to a "flexible" blade "substantially as described" is one that has

5 curved faces to the cheeks (or their equivalents, such as those shown in the
diagram D.C. 2 which was pnt in at the trial), and which, on being screwed
up, holds the blade firmly through its flexibility and elasticity. If I did not
so interpret it I should have to hold that it covered a holder which merely
clamped between two flat cheeks a very thin blade so as to make a safety razor

10 after the manner of Butler. This would render the Patent invalid, inasmuch
as the Specification clearly states that any method of positioning the blade may
be nsed, and there is no element of novelty in the construction of the handle.
The sole element of novelty in the invention is the presence of a suitable device
for bending the blade and holding it in that form, thereby securing the advan...

15 tages which follow therefrom. For this purpose, and for this purpose alone,
the blade is made flexible, and the presence of the word" flexible " in the first
Claim indicates that it is intended that this "feature of the invention" (as it is
termed in the Specification) should be present in all safety razors included in the
Claim. Inasmuch as this is the point on which the decision of the Courts below

20 turned, I have examined very carefully the text of the Specification to see if there
are any words which indicate that the bending arrangement is optional, and I can
find none. On the other hand, I find there many staternents that the form and
construction of certain details shown and described therein are only" preferable"
or "preferred," but none of them relate to this. I can therefore see nothing

25 which compels me to treat this Claim as including razors in which a blade is
clamped between plane cheeks, or which even justifies me in so treating it.
Huch a construction is neither described nor shown in the Specification, and it
would render the limitation to "flexible" blades unmeaning. I am, therefore,
of opinion that the Patent is valid, but that the Defendants have not

30 infringed it.
For all these reasons I concur in the conclusions of the Court of Appeal, and

am of opinion that this appeal should be dismissed with costs.
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